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Chapter 971 Concert (2) 

[Miss, you must have tickets, right? Can you sell them? Any amount will do.] 

[Miss, I've never smeared you, I'm your fan, as long as you sell me tickets, from today onwards, I'll do 

whatever you tell me to do, please]. 

The fans were so enthusiastic and what they said was just so touching. 

Between their words, she felt deeply the love that the group of them had for Ryan. 

They like Ryan much more intensely than she does. 

Being a star-struck girl, she understands, very well, how the group feels. 

Sympathy kicks in. 

She looked at Jocelyn and asked, "Sister-in-law, do you have, in your hand, any extra tickets?" 

Jocelyn nodded, "Yes, if your brother doesn't go to see it, it's two extra, and if your brother goes, it's one 

extra." 

Sophie, "Can I have it then?" 

Jocelyn shrugged cheerfully, "Of course you can, not to mention the tickets, as long as our Sophie wants, 

is to ask for the stars, I will pick them off for you." 

Sophie's heart was suddenly warmed. 

She then tweeted, "Draw two tickets online, leave a comment if you want them and I'll be in the 

comments section drawing two people." 

This instant, Sophie's comment section immediately exploded. 

[Miss, look at me. I want it, I want it.] 

[Miss, you are the most beautiful, Miss, you are the best, so can I have the ticket?] 

[Miss, I'm a fan, can I have the tickets please?] 

[Miss is really the most favorite girl on the whole internet, please, please, look at me, look at me.] 

[Miss is like an angel coming down to earth, I love you.] 

In an instant, all sorts of flatters almost drown Sophie. 

Looking at the comments, Sophie held her forehead helplessly, and then casually went through the 

comments section, looking for two good names. 

raffle tweet, saying, "Congratulations, you two, for getting the tickets, private message me with your 

address, I'll send them 

an instant, everyone 



tickets are starting to get 

were constantly messaging Sophie, asking her to continue 

once again, sent out a 

Just an emoticon. 

really 

tweet, the comments immediately 

is really cute, 

going to be 

debut, I'll definitely 

it before smiling and shifting her position 

the beautiful pictures of 

the moment she entered, she found that the sky had once again 

there frantically discussing what she had 

a screenshot of their 

two could not hide 

so happy, Sophie 

private message, she saw the addresses sent by both of 

took a screenshot of the 

she saw another message in her private message, from the 

I would like to invite you to join our core management team, would you 

moment, Sophie wasn't sure if she wanted 

she is not very 

was another message from 

just everyone in a group chat, and then give the work of the backing, 

really in the mood 

about it, she 

then quit Weibo and started drinking 

other hand, were continuing to 

while eating, so, at this moment, they 



............ 

day of 

Time is 8pm. 

venue is at the Seven 

in the evening, early in the morning, the matter of 

search 1, 

Chapter 972 Concert (3) 

Fans at the scene, each holding a support light sign for Ryan. 

On their heads, they wore the same uniform support hair bands with Ryan's name on them. 

At a glance, the scene looked like a sea of glorious stars. 

A huge stadium, with 100,000 people, was gathered here. 

It was the ultimate in shock and brilliance. 

On the nearest centre stage, Rosa, Jocelyn, Noah, Sophie, Scott, Allie, Abel, Paige, Zoe, Robert, Harry 

were gathered here. 

As the best position in this concert, and not for sale to the public, the VIP positions is destined to be the 

talk of the room. 

Many people looked at several of them with a kind of, extreme envy as well as admiration. 

Spirited dance music played. 

Dressed in a large white torn casual T-shirt, black trousers and black Martin boots, Ryan took the lift and 

reached the very centre of the stage. 

A powerful song that instantly gets the crowd going. 

His hair, slightly permed with bit of curl, has silver strands set in it and his face is painted with smoky 

look exclusive to an idol. 

At a glance, it looks starry-eyed. 

His dance moves, which were very provocative, exuded an air of full testosterone. 

A casual lift of the hand can bring up endless waves of heat. 

The applause and the cheers almost drowned out everything. 

[Ryan is so handsome! Ryan, look at me.] 

[Ryan, you are so attractive!] 

in this life, 



to do, I'm so jealous 

Ryan! I love you 

shouting hysterically, every one of 

was there, and the others, were instantly driven 

to follow everyone else 

gave close-ups of 

the big screen, they draw a 

straightened his ear plug, and then, step by step, 

"I really thank you all for coming to my concert. Thank you, for 

I would like to send a song 

to sing along with 

for her, at this moment, Rosa was 

a warm current, flowing through her heart, 

all of 

were fans on hand, some were moved, some were 

sang, Ryan stepped down from the stage and took Rosa's hand, pulling 

and sing while he looked deep in love, 

was abuzz 

fan were almost drowning 

is so sweet, 

off so much love in front of us, I'm really 

I'm jealous but why 

jealous of that 

[I'm jealous, I'm jealous.] 

and the group, at this moment, were deeply moved by the two of 

mouth, and the blessings of their eyes were in 

hooked his 

the world was 

to look 



eyes full of tears, 

help Rosa to sit down, and then went straight back to 
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Chapter 973 Concert (4) 

And after Ryan disappeared, the fans at the venue, still immersed in the heat of the concert, could not 

extricate themselves. 

On the spot, the afterglow is still there. 

Many fans, still sitting in place, looked excitedly at the spot where Ryan had disappeared. 

Each one, with eyes full of excitement, and love. 

[Ryan is really handsome, right?] 

[I really don't understand how in heaven's name there can be such a perfect face?] 

[And the one in the front row, Noah, is so handsome.] 

[That's right, Ryan's family is really good looking, his mum and dad are really good looking, jealous.] 

The fans' words all reached Jocelyn and Allie's ears. 

At these words, Jocelyn smiled shallowly, turned her head to look at the stunner beside herself, Noah, 

and said, "The vision of this group of fans is not bad." 

And Allie and Scott, at this point, both smiled, a few more haughty looks on both of their faces. 

Allie coughed lightly in embarrassment, subconsciously sat up straight and looked at Scott, "Honey, did 

you hear that, they praised us for looking good." 

Scott, "Ahem, hear that." 

Allie, "Our son's fans are so cute." 

Scott, "You like them because they complimented you, right?" 

Allie smiled again, "That's for sure, who doesn't like to be praised?" 

Rosa placed her eyes on Allie and Scott's faces, the corners of her mouth equally full of smiles. 

The moment their eyes met, Scott and Allie's gazes all became doting. 

go 

that's what I was 

go out and celebrate a successful and smooth completion of the 

at Scott, his face full of happiness, Allie felt happy and 

that now Scott was becoming more and more supportive of Ryan's 



made her husband from unsupportive to 

in 

is proud of 

fans came up to the group 

looked at a few of them and 

of Ryan, we have been supporting Ryan for several 

family is really too 

like to ask you, why all your children are 

really nice, 

is very good, 

and Ryan 

fans spoke with one another, one 

they are all nervous because Noah is there, and they 

man carried an 

standing in front of him will 

themselves with 

with the fans, but Noah was the only one who stayed clear and cold, just putting his arm around Jocelyn 

and gently stroking 

had eyes only for 

one who does 

Allie, Scott and the 

much better mood 

can't hide anymore, "You kids are so good at coaxing 

get cuter and 

dared to say that 

Allie was instantly happier. 
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Chapter 974 Marriage is a big gamble 



Immediately after, the female fan said, "Finally, I realized that in the end, it was you who got Ryan. In 

fact, at first I was very upset. but then, looking at Ryan and you so happy, I got over it." 

"I think there must be a lot of special things that make it possible to be loved, pampered and held in the 

palm of Ryan's hand." 

"I can see that Ryan really cares about you, Rosa, for the rest of your life, I hope you can stay well with 

our brother, never let down his piece of heart." 

"Otherwise, all of us, the fans, will not let you go, we will tear you up." 

At the sound of her words, Rosa looked more and more gentle. 

She nodded gently, "I will." 

"Thank you guys, for loving so much Ryan, well we're going backstage." Jocelyn stood up and changed 

the subject. 

As soon as Jocelyn's words left her mouth, fans began to go crazy, stuffing their own handwritten letters 

into Jocelyn's hands. 

And she was strongly urged to bring the handwritten letter to Ryan. 

Jocelyn all picked it up as soon as Ryan. 

Seeing this, Noah, Rosa stood up and helped to take the letter. 

In just a short while, the three of them had more than a dozen letters in their hands each. 

After receiving the letter, Jocelyn led the group and arrived at the concert backstage lounge. 

At this moment, Ryan was in the lounge, being interviewed by the media. 

Ryan was still in the same outfit he was in at the end of the concert. 

Loose fitting black shirt, paired with black seven part slacks and black loafers. 

A simple all black, but he interpreted it, with a different kind of tenderness and texture. 

At this point, his face, his body, was all covered in sweat. 

sofa, taking his time and wiping off the 

hundreds of media 

and the others enter, 

be 

satisfied with Ryan's performance 

walked towards you on stage, how did you feel, 

saw the situation then naturally held Noah's hand, smiling and looking at the reporters, said, "You guys, 

interviewing Rosa and Ryan. 



a fan of 

Allie and 

today is 

characters should be Ryan 

cannot make 

following Ryan's side, should also, to her heart's content, 

the majesty of Mason family, and did not say 

the small room next to her to rest 

the 

this is not the first 

not feel very comfortable with 

stood up, crossing the sea of people and walked up to Rosa, tenderly extending his hand towards her, 

"Let's go. 

Ryan's hand, and with him, walked to the front of the leather sofa 

journalists were surrounding the two of 

I just asked, you still haven't answered it. Today, when our Ryan walked from the stage towards you, 

rubbed her head in embarrassment and looked at 

Ryan was gazing at her gently with his head tilted 

Ryan 

image, captured by the journalists on the scene, was 

Ryan a deep look before turning her head to the female reporter who asked 

indeed something she, indeed, 

had come here just to 

that, 

time is sincere, or just because there are many people at the scene, gave 

Chapter 975 A Giant Bang 

Hearing these words, Rosa could not help but moved to red eyes. 

Although this is not the first time she has heard this, she still gets deeply moved. 

At this moment, she felt her heart melting away. 



She felt that it was good to go on like this with Ryan. 

Even if he still has someone else in his heart. 

She was content as long as he kept treating her this way. 

And the female journalists on the scene, one by one at this point, were outright jealous. 

But outwardly, they still maintain their professionalism as journalists. 

"It seems that you really are a wife spoiler." A female reporter said, trying to remain calm. 

Ryan hooked his lips and once again looked deeply at Rosa beside him and said, "Isn’t wife just for 

spoiling?" 

At this moment, the female journalists on the scene almost completely were lost control. 

Who could say they weren't jealous of Rosa? 

As women, they was jealousy to hell! 

Inside their hearts, they roared. 

The surface, however, remains taut. 

The male journalists on the scene, on the other hand, silently reviewed themselves. 

At this moment, they suddenly felt that they were really dragging men down. 

Rosa felt her heart warmed, and the smile at the corner of her mouth was gentle. 

After the interview, Paige sent the journalists away. 

Ryan put a black cashmere coat over his performance clothes, before following Jocelyn and the others 

out of the concert venue. 

Rolls Royce, a stretch car, prepared by 

sat in 

the car, the heating is 

then naturally folded those two long legs, and began to read today's Weibo 

was watching 

asked, "My husband and I would like to treat everyone 

and no one 

on and started racing to the location of the 

and Rosa opened their Weibo hot search, they saw a lot of content about the 

1, #Ryan, confessing his love for 



2, #Jocelyn, Mason family, 

3, #Ryan said his 

search 4, #Ryan 

5, #Ryan’s Mom 

6, 

at a bunch of topics coming together, for a moment, they didn't know, which one 

by one, Rosa clicked in and looked at them 

her eyes were those of 

was that Ryan hugged her and said, "Isn’t wife 

this video 

tweet, the comments have exceeded three 

journalists on the scene felt at that time. Are they going to 

did Rosa get the luck to be with such a prince charming? Her life 

it before, whoever marries Ryan will be 

the south wall and cry, after crying, I will continue to support 

only one top star who got married and still 

Confesses his love,shows his love, 

the heroine of a 

people's messages, she could clearly feel that those people 

think that one day, an ordinary girl like her could become the heroine in the eyes of everyone and stand 

in 

an 

is really grateful 

to 

way of seeing the world through 

Chapter 976 I'm in love with you 

Hearing the voice, the crowd then looked at the sound. 

Only to see two taxis behind in a rear-end accident. 

Soon both cars came to a halt. 



When the car stopped, the fans of Ryan who were riding in the car all ignored it, got out and started 

chasing after Ryan's car shouting - 

[Ryan, we love you.] 

[Ryan, we will always support you.] 

Seeing that it was a fan chasing a car and there was an accident, Ryan couldn't help but frown coarsely. 

Ryan then looked at the driver and said, "Stop the car." 

The driver stopped. 

Ryan, looking at Paige next to him, said, "Paige, you go and take a look." 

Paige then nodded, before getting out of the car and walking over to the fans. 

There were seven fans on hand. 

Excitement was written all over everyone's eyes when they saw Paige. 

Soon, everyone gathered in front of Paige and watched as she scrambled to speak - 

[Miss Gill, I really like Ryan, can you let me go and have a look at him?] 

[Please, please, please, we really are true fans.] 

[Miss Gill, please tell Ryan that I will always support him and that my name is Melody]. 

This group of fans is an extremely fanatical element of the fan base. 

Paige maintained her proper manners and poise, "I will convey your words to Ryan, Ryan tells you to 

hurry back, it is quite cold. Ryan hopes you do not do such a dangerous thing again." 

[Really? Did Ryan really say that? Love sure is a double arrow.] 

[Ryan is worrying about our health.] 

we will never do something 

if Ryan doesn't want to see us, then 

took a faint look at 

some traffic jam because of a few of 

everyone hurry up and disperse, don't obstruct the traffic, or it will have bad impact on 

that, the rabid fans, immediately scattered 

backs and shook her head before turning around and 

group of rabid fans is a real 

that Paige had solved everything perfectly, Ryan then turned his attention to Rosa, who was 



enjoyed this 

heart is full 

.................. 

when Ryan and 

the home, with the 

the door, they were greeted by 

like the height of 

it is 

the house, it's 

soon as he entered, Ryan began helping Rosa take off her 

since they got married, Ryan, every single day, was 

unease 

has used 

something 

popular prince charming in 

the only ones that he alone 

his fans, he is the supreme, undefiled god 

god is on one knee, changing her shoes and 

hot at home that Ryan only left 

the clothes he was wearing and changed into a black short-sleeved T-shirt, taking Rosa's 

Ryan then 

man massaged, he 

the person who is really exhausted should be you. You don't serve 

than words can describe the effort that goes into it, 

it's not 

and Dad, I reckon I will not live to see tomorrow." Ryan said 

tell Mum and 
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Chapter 977 Thank you, warming my my heart 



And all those people and things that he originally thought he couldn't let go of were eventually, replaced 

by the kind of warmth that Rosa had. 

Hearing these words, the tip of Rosa's nose instantly soured. 

Endless emotions flowed through her heart. 

At this moment, she felt she was thickly touched. 

She really did not expect that Ryan would really fall in love with such an ordinary and common girl like 

her. 

In fact, she has long been ready that Ryan's heart only has Jocelyn. 

For, in her opinion, it was good enough that a man of his stature was willing to condescend to marry her. 

She is enough happy. 

Surprised, moved, amazed, unbelievable. 

A variety of feelings, constantly intertwined, almost let Rosa do not know what to do in response. 

At this moment, she was almost petrified. 

Seeing Rosa look like this, Ryan immediately couldn't help but laugh, and then reached out and shook 

his hand in front of her eyes, "What are you thinking about?" 

Rosa met the pair of smiling gentle eyes, "Nothing, I just feel incredible. Ryan, is it true? You are really in 

love with me? In love with a so ordinary me?" 

"I really can't believe it." added Rosa. 

Ryan hooked his right index finger towards her bare forehead and flicked it. 

And then he spoke dotingly, "Silly girl, do I have to lie to you?" 

Rosa shook her head, there was indeed no need for that. 

Because even if he hadn't said that, the two of them always had a good time. 

"Also, what do you mean by ordinary you? In my eyes, you are not ordinary at all, you have a warmth, 

tenderness, and all kinds of excellent qualities that other girls don't have." 

spoke seriously, 

her head in embarrassment, 

still can't believe that it's 

that in mind, she then reached out and pinched her 

"Ah!" 

spread and Rosa couldn't help but frown and cry out 



It hurts. 

Since it will hurt. 

mean that it was all 

fell in love with 

a month 

had never had expected it to be 

at the girl's silly and simple look, Ryan's 

moment, Ryan felt his 

and lightly rubbed Rosa's hair, saying, "What are you 

I just wanted to see if it 

is really, really true, right?" The happiness came too 

didn't even have time to 

lap and placed 

"No, I want you to tell 

"Rosa, it's true. I said I love 

love you 

the intimacy 

she was confronted with Ryan's intimate actions, she still 

beats fast to 

held the girl in his arms, "Wife, for the rest of 

Rosa nodded heavily, "Okay." 

excitement, in the end, turned into tears, wetting 

you still 

with tears on 

away 

Ryan is extraordinarily 

and allowed Ryan to give tenderness on 

moments, Ryan shifted 

Chapter 978 Are you okay? 



[Grateful for everything.] 

After entering the text, she attached the photo Jocelyn took of her with Ryan during today's dinner. 

In the photo, Ryan is serving her food, and his eyes are all smiles and her. 

She, on the other hand, was smiling and looking at Ryan. 

Jocelyn took the picture because it was beautiful. 

She liked it so much that she asked for it from Jocelyn. 

Once the photo was posted, she just sent it out. 

She was in a really good mood at the moment and needed a place to be able to record, at this moment, 

how she was feeling. 

As soon as the tweet was sent, it immediately became the focus of all the fans' attention. 

In just one second, the comments went straight over 10,000 - 

[You are really in love, Ryan is so gentle.] 

[The way Ryan looks at his wife is really too loving. I'm jealous.] 

[Rosa, how does it feel to be looked at by a man like this?] 

[Though jealous, but, good for you guys for being happy]. 

After a brief look at the message, Rosa was ready to go to hot search. 

Just as she was about to exit the page, she saw on the homepage that Ryan had forwarded his earlier 

tweet and said, [For life.] 

And this tweet by Ryan is much more popular than hers. 

It was obviously sent only a second ago, but the number of comments has gone straight to a million. 

[Ahhh, it's not enough in the concert!] 

so high-profile 

I have to watch you after 

be under the car, not 

in love with others, but 

to ask, "What kind of good thing did Rosa 

Rosa couldn't help but hook her 

fact, she'd 

last life, what good thing did she do that she could actually be pampered, 



was at this time that message 

a message, [Wife, the bath 

stood up while 

in front of the sink, closed her eyes and quietly enjoyed 

was very uncomfortable for 

has she used to it, but she especially likes 

were professional, like the most professional 

her hair, Ryan carefully carried out 

process, Rosa didn't 

then naturally hugged 

I'll blow my 

this time, on the sink, Ryan's 

pressed answer, and then handed the 

get up while asking, "What's wrong, Mom? It's 

to admonish that don't let Rosa shower 

read a news story about a pregnant woman who took a 

Allie said. 

that, Ryanresponded seriously, 

is something 

guys must have been up, so I called, I don't think I 

"Nope." Ryan said. 

concert, you performed very well, give you ninety-nine 

words, Rosa slightly 

Ryan answered, "Okay." 

took Rosa 

two 

Chapter 979 Couple's Variety Show (1) 

"I guess, you're not okay." Rosa said cautiously as she took a deep breath. 

Ryan, "Congrats, you are right." 



The man's breathing became more and more rapid. 

Under the eyes, all with a strong desire. 

Rosa tensed up again and asked, "So how can I help you?" 

"No. I can put up with it." 

"Really?" Rosa asked cautiously. 

"Yes." 

After saying that Ryan then naturally took Rosa's head and pressed it against his chest. 

And then gently stroking her back, he said, "Be good and go to sleep." 

With those words, he turned off the light. 

The interior is dark. 

The whole world went silent. 

So quiet that she could take the man's breath and hear it clearly. 

The warm breath, constantly scattered on the neck, made Rosa's heartbeat, too, lose control. 

She couldn't help but, recall, the images of those intimate moments. 

She didn't speak again just closed her eyes, trying to get herself to sleep. 

A woman in the arms, but nothing can be done. 

As a normal man, Ryan's heart was in turmoil at this moment. 

Yet, he remained tense and in control. 

After Rosa fell asleep, the temperature in his body faded away. 

excited at the concert and because he had just taken a shower, at this moment, although he was tired, 

and then got up, draped the white bathrobe over his body, and in 

wine, Ryan sat with a leisurely face in front of the coffee table, tasting wine and enjoying 

Outside, it was snowing. 

however, is still 

the world outside 

the eye 

the coldest and snowiest winters in the Flento City for 

day was cold, his heart, 

Because of Rosa. 



he always felt dramatic when he recalled the little moments 

thought that he would fall in love with anyone other than Jocelyn, 

fate is such a 

into your life without warning and make 

happiness comes 

is grateful to Rosa for appearing 

her, his world, with its 

a place where 

long day of running around in the glorious entertainment industry, when he returns home and sees 

Rosa, 

the rest of his life, he 

Never leave. 

a 

reached the piano room downstairs, sat down in front of the piano and recorded the tunes he thought 

he began playing a bit 

very tender and 

note is warm and 

melodious music starts, it seems to take 

of high quality, Ryan is sitting 

over the black and white 

the piano room is very 

and at this 

when the 

down the name of the song, My 

closed the piano, got up and left the 

had the time, to fill 

the lead 

this moment, he was 

go upstairs and get a good night's sleep 



Chapter 980 Couple's Variety Show (2) 

Rosa raised her eyes and looked at Ryan's face through the immaculate mirror with probing eyes. 

Ryan said, "I told her two days ago that I wanted to continue to reduce my work to accompany you to 

raise the baby, and she just gave me a reply, saying that I could reduce all. I only need to work one to 

three hours a day after that." 

"Having said that, she said that Flento City TV has a new variety show called 'Their Day', which focuses 

on celebrity couples and their routines throughout the day." 

"The show, which is a big production, has twenty episodes and will feature a celebrity couple in each 

episode." 

"The shoot is very simple - a day in the life of one couple." 

"She said she wants us both to go to the first show, what do you think?" 

"It just needs to take place in our own home and we both do what we need to do. Just live a normal 

life." 

The man continued. 

Rosa said, "Okay." 

Ryan, "I'll say yes then?" 

Rosa, "Okay, this kind of variety show can help you set up a good man persona, pull more fans, as long 

as it can help you pull in the popularity , I am willing to help you. " 

Ryan smiled, "In fact, pulling in or not popularity, I do not care, I just hope that there is a platform can 

record our life. Wait until later in old age, we can take out to see. " 

Rosa's heart was suddenly warmed, "Okay." 

Ryan, "Then I'll give Paige a word." 

Rosa, "When is the shoot? What do I need to look out for?" 

Ryan, "Next Sunday filming, the film crew comes here about seven o'clock in the morning, to film the 

two of us from breakfast, to dinner, the whole day together daily." 

"You don't need to prepare anything, just do what you did the last time we doubled up live." Ryan 

added. 

Rosa, "Okay." 

Ryan, "When the time comes, I'll give you a gift." 

Rosa, "What gift?" 

Ryan, "It's a secret." 

instantly filled with 



not answer positively, "When the time comes, 

are cutting so much work at 

do this? I actually don't need you to take care of me all the time now." 

necessary every day will help me maintain my exposure, and I still have several pending dramas, movies, 

and variety shows in 

dramas will be broadcast this year and next year. So will variety 

repercussions, that can't be helped. Right 

Rosa once again felt warm and fuzzy 

actually, I'm not as spoiled as you think, and neither 

is what I should do as a husband, I want to be involved in every process of your pregnancy and giving 

birth." Ryan said, and then 

hugged him gently and said, "Thank 

there to thank for? It is something I 

.................. 

Three days later. 

of 'Their Day' 

arrived home at seven 

the kitchen stove, was preparing Rosa's 

this moment, Ryan was wearing a home 

glance, it is full of fresh 

up their cameras and started 

is used to all kinds of shots, naturally, 

care in the world for 

front of the stove, chopping 

glance, the picture looks 

behind the camera, all by this image, was 

whatever you do, 

time, Rosa, who had finished dressing up, came down from upstairs, and the camera crew then turned 

the camera 

in the morning 



tied up in a more homely 

wearing a loungewear in the 


